We study the limits of spatial and velocity resolution of radio interferometry to infer the mass of supermassive black hole (SMBH) in galactic centre using the kinematics of circum nuclear molecular gas, by considering the shapes of galaxy surface brightness profile, signal-to-noise ratios (S/N) of position-velocity diagram (PVD) and systematic errors due to spatial and velocity structure of the molecular gas. We argue that for fixed galaxy stellar mass and SMBH mass, the spatial and velocity scale that needs to be resolved increases and decreases respectively with decreasing Sérsic index of the galaxy surface brightness profile. We validate our arguments using simulated PVDs for varying beam size and velocity channel width. Furthermore, we consider the systematic effects to the inference of the SMBH mass by simulating PVDs including spatial and velocity structure of the molecular gas, which demonstrates that their impacts are not significant for the PVD with good S/N unless the spatial and velocity scale associated with the systematic effects are comparable to or larger than the angular resolution and velocity channel width of the PVD from pure circular motion. Also, we caution that a bias in galaxy surface brightness profile owing to the poor resolution of galaxy photometric image can largely bias the SMBH mass by an order of magnitude. This study shows the promise and the limit of ALMA observation to measure the SMBH mass using molecular gas kinematics and provides a useful technical justification for ALMA proposal with science goal of measuring SMBH mass.
INTRODUCTION
Supermassive black holes (SMBH) in galactic centres influence the formation and evolution of the host galaxies (Richstone et al. 1998; Kormendy & Ho 2013) as suggested by well-known empirical relations between the SMBH mass and host galaxy properties (e.g., Magorrian et al. 1998; Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Gebhardt et al. 2000; Tremaine et al. 2002; Marconi & Hunt 2003; Häring & Rix 2004; Gültekin et al. 2009 ). Therefore understanding the formation and evolution of the SMBH is an integral part of the current galaxy formation theory (Silk & Mamon 2012) . In observation, a first step toward the understanding of the SMBH is a demographic study for wide range of black hole masses, however it is far from complete: the number of SMBHs with dynamical mass measurement is currently 70-80 primarily due to the difficulty of achieving the required depth and resolution (Shankar et al. 2016 ) and the detection of SMBHs with low (e.g., den Brok et al. 2015; Seth et al. 2010 , for MBH< 10 6 M⊙) and high (e.g., McConnell et al. 2011, for MBH> 10 10 M⊙) dynamical mass has been rarely reported.
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Measuring the dynamical mass of SMBH for wide range of black hole mass and host galaxy type is required to make a robust inference of the co-evolution between SMBH and host galaxy and also important to calibrate other empirical methods (e.g., X-ray luminosity) for indirect mass measurement in order to increase the sample size of SMBHs. However, dynamical measurement of the SMBH mass is challenging due to the requirement of high angular and velocity resolution (Ferrarese & Ford 2005) . Except for the rare population of galaxies with nuclear maser (e.g., Miyoshi et al. 1995) , stellar kinematics (mostly in early-type galaxies; e.g., Kormendy 1988; Bower et al. 2001; McConnell et al. 2011 ) and ionised gas kinematics (in spiral and some early-type galaxies; e.g., Ferrarese, Ford & Jaffe 1996; Sarzi et al. 2001; Barth et al. 2001) have been used to measure the dynamical mass. As a result, most of the SMBH mass measurements have been obtained for a sample of early-type galaxies and spiral galaxies with prominent bulge because they have a well developed dynamically relaxed stellar system and powerful energy source ionising the gas.
For comprehensive understanding of the connection between the SMBH and its host galaxy, it is important to expand the measurement of SMBH mass to the regime of small bulgeless galax-
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ies hosting lower mass SMBH. A recent study based on a large compilation of SMBHs shows that the empirical relation between SMBH mass and stellar velocity dispersion known as M − σ relation (e.g., Tremaine et al. 2002) has a different normalization for early-and late-type galaxies (McConnell & Ma 2013) . In addition, there are strong evidences of the low luminosity AGN in bulgeless galaxies or dwarf galaxies hosting low mass SMBH (e.g., Filippenko & Ho 2003; Reines et al. 2011; McAlpine et al. 2011; Araya Salvo et al. 2012 ) whose inferred masses are largely uncertain without accurate dynamical mass measurement. Furthermore, a large number of galaxies presumably hosting dust obscured AGN (e.g., Mateos et al. 2013; Satyapal et al. 2014) has been revealed by red mid-IR colour (Stern et al. 2012 ). For those low mass or dust obscured galaxies, it may be even more difficult to apply the current methods using stellar and ionised gas kinematics if they do not have a well-developed bulge for reliable radial velocity dispersion measurement or have dust obscuring the ionised gas and also affecting the galaxy image analysis for mass modeling.
Recently the high angular and velocity resolution radio interferometry enables to make a use of the observation of molecular gas kinematics for measuring the dynamical mass of SMBH (e.g., Davis et al. 2013a; Onishi et al. 2015; Barth et al. 2016) . Molecular gas as a kinematic tracer of the rotation velocity in galactic centre has advantages; in principle it is possible in any galaxy type with associated molecular gas if it exists, and the high angular resolutions routinely achievable by new (sub)-millimetre interferometry (e.g. the Atacama Large Millimetre/sub-millimetre Array; ALMA) mean it may be possible to probe larger volumes of the universe than ever before, enabling a complete mass limited census of SMBH (Davis 2014) .
With increasing importance and potential of the molecular gas kinematics for SMBH mass measurement, a figure of merit of the molecular gas kinematics has been discussed in Davis (2014) which shows that the difference of rotation velocity with and without SMBH can be detected by the observation of molecular gas kinematics outside the black hole sphere of influence using the simple argument based on an assumed galaxy rotation velocity at desired angular resolution of the interferometry and that the required angular resolution becomes larger with decreasing concentration (measured by logarithmic slope within 0.1 ′′ radius) of the galaxy surface brightness profile.
Although some useful formulae and discussions using galaxy samples with velocity measurement from ATLAS 3D survey (Krajnović 2013 ) have been provided in Davis (2014) , their arguments are based on a single molecular gas parcel rotating around SMBH with assumed rotation velocity (i.e., 100 km/s) at the desired angular radius, without considering observational effect (e.g. beam smearing), systematic motions (e.g., non-circular motion) and spatial distribution of molecular gas. In addition, unlike ATLAS 3D survey, detail kinematic information is not available for most of galaxies, which is inconvenient for adopting simple relation in Davis (2014) to determine the relevant physical scale for a given galaxy to resolve the gas kinematics for the SMBH mass measurement. It is useful to generalise and expand the work in Davis (2014) to the wide range of observing and galaxy parameter space to provide a convenient and useful guideline for estimating the angular and velocity resolution of the proposed interferometry observation without relying on a prior knowledge of galaxy rotation velocity.
Indeed, molecular gas kinematics in galactic centre is complicated. It is governed by the SMBH and galaxy stellar mass distribution determined by galaxy surface brightness profile shape that varies with different galaxy types. Also signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of the gas density profile and the profile shape, and other complicated velocity structures including inflow/outflow, random velocity motion and disc warp may contaminate the observed molecular gas kinematics and affect our inference of the SMBH mass. We consider these effects by simulating the position-velocity diagrams (hereafter PVD) for a range of observing parameters and properties of the galaxy and the circum nuclear molecular gas. In particular, the limits of the measurable SMBH mass given these systematic effects and the resolution of interferometry have not been discussed in detail using realistic simulations of the observed gas kinematics, which will be useful for the SMBH mass measurement using ALMA observations. In addition, it will also serve as a useful guideline for the technical justification of ALMA proposal to observe molecular gas kinematics in galaxies for different galaxy surface brightness profiles and realistic observing conditions.
In this work, we study the parameter space of the angular and velocity resolution of radio interferometry for ranges of the galaxy types and the structure of circum nuclear molecular gas in order to characterise how the information of molecular gas kinematics can be best utilised for the SMBH mass measurement. In Section 2, we provide a simple argument to derive relevant spatial and velocity resolution for given galaxy surface brightness profile shape and discuss the systematic effects due to the spatial and velocity structure of the molecular gas and the effect of poor resolution of galaxy image to determine the surface brightness profile shape and its impact to the inference of SMBH mass. In Section 3, we simulate observed PVDs and measure the rotation velocity to confirm our arguments and test the impact of systematic errors in the PVD analysis. In Section 4, we discuss the spatial resolution and velocity channel width to measure the SMBH mass as a convenient guidance for ALMA proposal. In Section 5 we summarise the results. In this work, we use the concordance LCDM cosmological model: Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7 and H0 = 100h km s −1 Mpc −1 where h = 0.7.
IMPACT OF SUPERMASSIVE BLACK HOLE TO THE ROTATION VELOCITY
To measure the SMBH mass using gas kinematics, one needs to accurately measure the rotation velocity at the galactic centre and decompose into two components: one from the point mass due to the SMBH and the other from the extended matter distribution due to the galaxy stellar component. The technique is not formally valid in the case of dynamically hot, warped or inflowing/outflowing gas (Davis 2014) . However like in Davis (2014) , in this section, we assume that the motion of circum nuclear gas is purely circular and only governed by the SMBH and galaxy stellar mass, and the additional systematic effects will be discussed later. For a flat gas disc sharing the same inclination (i) as the galaxy, rotation velocity of a gas parcel at radius r is
where V (r)gal is a circular velocity of the galaxy due to the galaxy stellar mass distribution and MBH is the SMBH mass in the galaxy
where M (< r) is the enclosed mass at radius r and estimated by converting galaxy surface brightness distribution to stellar mass distribution, using a mass-to-light ratio (M/L) at the observing band. Rotation velocity V (r)rot is then measured from the PVD.
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High-resolution PVD is required to accurately measure the rotation velocity and ALMA can easily achieve a sub-arcsec resolution which resolves the black hole sphere of influence (SOI) for most of large SMBHs with MBH > 4 × 10 8 M⊙ and i > 30
• (Davis 2014) , whose radius is commonly defined as
where σ * is the stellar velocity dispersion. Davis (2014) finds that the required angular resolution to detect the effect of black hole mass is approximately two times larger than rSOI by calculating a maximum angular radius where the velocity difference with and without SMBH is detected by a factor of 5 times larger than the velocity channel width, using a typical galaxy rotation velocity (i.e., V (r)gal = 100 km/s) measured by the ATLAS 3D survey at an assumed angular radius resolved by Combined Array for Research in Millimeter-wave Astronomy (CARMA). However, as also mentioned in the introduction, estimating galaxy rotation velocity as a function of radius using more easily available photometric information is more useful and convenient to determine the angular resolution and velocity channel width for detecting SMBH in galaxies for a wide range of morphology without prior knowledge of the galaxy kinematics.
In practice, observed rotation velocity V (r)obs is different from V (r)rot in equation(1) due to the uncertainties of position and velocity measurements and the complicated velocity structure in the gas. However, in this section, we assume V (r)obs = V (r)rot by neglecting complicated velocity structure and simplifying the uncertainties in PVD by considering only interferometry beam size and velocity channel width and we consider other systematic effects by simulating PVDs in Section 3.4.
Rotation Velocity
We compute V (r)rot using MBH and V (r)gal in equation(1). To compute V (r)gal, we adopt Sérsic models for galaxy surface brightness profile to estimate the enclosed mass at a radius r. Surface brightness profile of Sérsic model (Sersic 1968) varies with a shape parameter n and produces a profile continuously changing from disc to elliptical galaxies. It is also possible to extend Sérsic model to incorporate a core-deficit of elliptical galaxies by using core-Sérsic model (e.g., Graham et al. 2003) . Although in practice, the galaxy surface brightness profile is measured from the high resolution galaxy image with additional modeling of the details of the profile such as nuclear star cluster (e.g., Emsellem, Monnet & Bacon 1994) , we use Sérsic parametric model in this study because it is flexible to describe a wide range of galaxy surface brightness profiles very well and thus effective to show the impact of galaxy surface brightness profile shape on the SMBH mass measurement.
Surface brightness profile of Sérsic model is
with I(0) being the central intensity, res the half-light radius, and n the shape parameter. Surface brightness profile of core-Sérsic model is
with being u(r − a) the Heaviside step function, in case of sharp transition at r b (Trujillo et al. 2004) . Although this is different from the original core-Sérsic model profile (Graham et al. 2003) , replacing b with bn and half-light radius re with that of the outer Sérsic 
Figure 1. Rotation velocities of galaxies with M * = 10 11 M ⊙ containing central SMBH with MBH = 10 7 M ⊙ . Different colour indicates Sérsic index of the galaxy and Keplerian rotation due to the SMBH is shown by the black dotted line. The radius, where the galaxy rotation and the SMBH rotation velocity are equal (reqv) for each galaxy surface brightness profile, is indicated by the arrow with the same colour as the corresponding rotation curve. Velocity difference Vdiff between the total (galaxy+SMBH) and galaxy rotation velocity at reqv is also shown by the arrow with the same colour scheme.
profile res gives a good approximation with much less error than the uncertainty in re from the fitting process as long as r b ≪ re (Trujillo et al. 2004) . So in this work, we use equation (4) for coreSérsic galaxy model. To compute the enclosed mass within r, we integrate I(r) up to r being normalised by the total luminosity ∞ 0 I(r)dr and multiply the bolometric luminosity and mass-to-light ratio. We use a fiducial mass-to-light ratio, M/L = 1.0 and adjust an absolute magnitude parameter to obtain galaxy stellar mass that we want to control. Given galaxy stellar mass M * and Sérsic index n, we assign the half-light radius of the galaxy using the relation in Shen et al. (2003) :
If galaxy stellar mass M * and Sérsic index n are given, the enclosed stellar mass M * (< r) is
where x = bn( r res ) 1/n . For n > 0.36, bn is approximated as follows (Ciotti & Bertin 1999) . Figure 1 shows the rotation velocity of a galaxy with inclination i = 60
• and M * = 10 11 M⊙ containing 10 7 M⊙ SMBH, for different surface brightness profile shapes characterised by Sér-sic index n. In x-axis, we use angular size at a given luminosity distance of the galaxy (roughly at a distance of Virgo cluster, ≈ 15 Mpc) instead of physical size for easy comparison to the DRAFT --DRAFT --DRAFT --DRAFT --DRAFT --4 Ilsang Yoon angular resolution of ALMA. Each colour in Figure 1 represents the Sérsic index ranging from 1 to 4. Rotation velocity shown by the solid lines are decomposed into the rotation velocity due to the SMBH and the galaxy stellar mass distribution. Dotted lines and dot-dashed lines are the rotation velocity due to the SMBH mass and galaxy stellar mass respectively. We also annotate the angular radius reqv where the rotation velocity due to the SMBH and due to the galaxy stellar mass distribution become equal (i.e., M * γ(2n,x) Γ(2n)
= MBH ) and the velocity difference Vdiff at reqv between the total rotation velocity and the rotation velocity due to the galaxy stellar mass. If the beam size is larger than reqv or the velocity channel width is larger than Vdiff for the given beam size resolving reqv, the velocity difference Vdiff is not resolved. So reqv and Vdiff determines the required beam size and velocity channel width ∆V (defined as ∆V = 1 3
Vdiff for detecting Vdiff at 3σ) of the radio interferometry. Figure 1 indicates that at fixed galaxy stellar mass, the impact of Keplerian motion due to the SMBH extends to a larger radius as galaxy surface brightness profile becomes less concentrated (i.e. smaller Sérsic index). For example, the rotation velocity due to the SMBH at 0.5 ′′ scale is 5 times smaller than that due to the galaxy stellar mass if the galaxy surface brightness profile follows the elliptical galaxy's (n = 4 shown by red curve) while the rotation velocity due to the SMBH is same as the rotation velocity due to the galaxy stellar mass at the same 0.5 ′′ angular scale if the surface brightness profile is exponential (n = 1 shown by blue curve). This implies that the effect of SMBH for fixed mass MBH can be detected by larger angular resolution as the galaxy surface brightness profile becomes less concentrated which is consistent with the finding in Davis (2014) . If lowering the SMBH mass, the dotted line moves downwards and thus, for fixed angular resolution, the reqv of larger Sérsic index galaxy starts to be unresolved first. This implies that the effect of SMBH for the given galaxy stellar mass and angular resolution, can be more easily detected for the lower black hole mass if the galaxy surface brightness profile becomes less concentrated. This will be discussed further in the following section.
Spatial and Velocity Resolution
The radius rmax defined in Davis (2014) where the Keplerian motion due to SMBH shows a statistically significant deviation from the rotation velocity due to the galaxy stellar mass distribution, is larger than the definition of the black hole sphere of influence rSOI (equation (2)). Using galaxy samples in the ATLAS 3D , Davis (2014) finds that rmax = 1.92rSOI at 5σ statistical significance level.
For given MBH we compare three different radii, rSOI, rmax and reqv for the same stellar mass galaxies with different surface brightness profiles. Black hole rSOI is computed by combining equation (2) and the relation between the SMBH mass and the stellar velocity dispersion in McConnell & Ma (2013) . Figure 2 shows these radii (i.e., angular sizes for given galaxy distance) for the range of SMBH masses, for a galaxy with M * = 10 10 M⊙ (Figure 2(a) ) and M * = 10 11 M⊙ (Figure 2(b) ). Solid black line is rSOI, dashed black line is rmax and coloured solid lines are reqv for different Sérsic indices (n = 1, 2, 3 and 4). The following relation provides a convenient way to determine reqv for a given ratio between the SMBH mass and the galaxy stellar mass
where x = bn( r res ) 1/n and bn is estimated by equation (7). The region smaller than the FWHM of HST WFC3 (0.15 ′′ 1 ) and JWST NIRCam (0.068 ′′ 2 ) in J-band are shown by light and dark grey area to show the limit of angular resolution beyond which the galaxy surface brightness profile can be accurately measured using high resolution near-infrared image. Although the current stateof-the-art resolution image for SMBH mass measurement using HST/ACS I-band image has slightly smaller FWHM (≈ 0.1 ′′ ), the important question is whether the very inner region where the rotation velocity is dominated by the SMBH, is resolved both by the photometric PSF and the interferometre beam or not, and therefore the actual size of FWHM is not relevant for the discussion in this section.
In Figure 2 , reqv for all galaxy profiles is larger than rSOI and all colour solid lines except for the galaxy with n = 4, M * = 10 11 M⊙ and MBH> 10 6 M⊙ are larger than rmax by a factor of few for galaxy with n = 4 and by more than an order of magnitude for galaxy with n = 1, and this deviation becomes larger for the lower SMBH mass. The best agreement between rmax and reqv is seen for the galaxy with M * = 10
11 M⊙ and n = 3 ∼ 4 for MBH> 10 7 M⊙ which is similar to the galaxies in Davis (2014) used for deriving rmax. However, rmax was determined for 5σ statistical significance (Davis 2014 ) and thus rmax can be larger by linear factor of the inverse of significance level in case of small velocity error (i.e., channel width) compared with the rotation velocity (see equation (9) in Davis (2014)), if lowering the significance level. As the galaxy surface brightness profile becomes less concentrated, the required beam size for detecting SMBH becomes larger at fixed MBH and the detectable SMBH mass becomes smaller at fixed beam size. This is an advantage for detecting lower mass black hole residing in a small bulgeless galaxy.
In the same manner, we also show the velocity channel width ∆V (= ). Observed rotation velocity depends on galaxy inclination (i) and we assume i = 60
• in Figure 3 . The required velocity channel width for detecting SMBH becomes smaller at fixed MBH and the detectable SMBH mass becomes larger at fixed velocity channel width, as galaxy surface brightness profile is less concentrated. This is a disadvantage for the small bulgeless galaxy. However the range of variation of the velocity channel width for different galaxy Sérsic index is within a factor of few that is much smaller than the variation of angular resolution (i.e., order of magnitude) and ALMA has sufficient velocity resolution ( 1 km/s) to cover the range of this channel width in Figure 3 . So the practical benefit is the spatial resolution. However we note that small velocity channel width does not improve the significance of the detection if velocity uncertainty including systematic and random motion is larger than the velocity channel width as also noted by Davis (2014) .
Effects of Spatial and Velocity Structure of Molecular Gas
The above argument regarding the spatial and velocity resolution is for the rotating molecular gas following the gravitational potential from the central SMBH and the galaxy stellar mass. In a realistic situation, we need to understand how significant the effects of spatial and velocity structure of molecular gas are to the observed rotation velocity. It is not trivial to quantify how these systematic effects influence the detection of SMBH mass using analytic arguments. However we will quantitatively discuss their effects here and show their significance using simulations of PVD in Section 3.4.
First, we consider the systematic effect due to the spatial distribution of the molecular gas. Recent ALMA observations have revealed detail structure of molecular gas at a 10-100 pc scale. Most of them show disc like morphology with and without hole at the centre (e.g. Izumi et al. 2013; Combes et al. 2014; Onishi et al. 2015; Xu et al. 2015) . If the gas distribution is continuous and smooth, the central region of PVD is sampled well and the impact of SMBH to the rotation velocity, if significant, can be detected. However, if the molecular gas distribution has a hole at the centre and the size of the hole is larger than reqv, there will be no velocity tracers at the centre and the PVD analysis will not probe the region with the largest statistical significance in velocity space for detecting SMBH. In addition, for the same background noise and the same amount of total flux from the molecular gas, if the gas profile shape in central region is homogeneous across many synthesised beams, a peak flux at the centre where the impact of SMBH mass is observed the most becomes relatively low and the signature of SMBH will be less significant than that for the molecular gas with more concentrated profile, which implies that the gas disc profile shape might affect the uncertainty of rotation velocity measurement and the resulting SMBH mass. Since the proposed sensitivity requirement of ALMA is defined per beam, the flux variation due to the spatial geometry of gas disc within ALMA beam may impact modeling gas kinematics given that the geometry of DRAFT --DRAFT --DRAFT --DRAFT --DRAFT --6 Ilsang Yoon circum nuclear molecular gas is not known a priori. Also if the geometry of molecular gas disc becomes closer to the face-on, the projected line of sight velocity decreases and smaller velocity channel width is required to resolve the velocity difference between the pure galaxy rotation and the galaxy-SMBH rotation. In contrast, if the galaxy is edge on and the beam size is too large to resolve the kinematic structure along the minor axis, the velocity profile is smearing due to the velocity components migrated from the minor axis (Barth et al. 2016) . Another potential problem might be a warp in the gas disc. Warp is prominent in HI distribution (e.g., García-Ruiz, Sancisi & Kuijken 2002) but also seen in the nuclear molecular gas disc (Sofue & Rubin 2001) . It introduces a bias in the inclination correction and underestimates the rotation velocity depending on the location of the major axis (Vergani et al. 2003) , which can be mitigated by modeling full 3D data cube. Second, we consider the systematic effect due to the velocity structure of molecular gas. In real, the velocity structure in molecular gas is more complicated than the pure circular motion. This velocity structure which we call non-circular motion in this work includes the gas inflow due to angular momentum loss (e.g. Combes et al. 2014 ) and the gas outflow due to strong stellar and AGN feedback (e.g. García-Burillo et al. 2014), both of which have been observed by ALMA. For a set of molecular gas parcels within radio beam along the line of sight at a certain projected distance, this bulk motion (inflow or outflow) contributes to the line of sight velocity of the gas parcels positively or negatively depending on where the gas parcels are located. This will cause a velocity spread in PVD and at a given radius, make the PVD thicker along the velocity axis. As a result, the signature of Keplerian rotation owing to the SMBH will not be significant. Although the driving mechanisms are different, both inflow and outflow have the same effect to the PVDs with the only difference in the velocity sign. In addition, there is a random motion in the circum nuclear molecular gas which also introduces a dispersion in the velocity axis in PVD.
Galaxy Surface Brightness Profile Bias
To measure the SMBH mass using rotation velocity of the circum nuclear molecular gas, the surface brightness profile at the galactic core needs to be accurately determined (e.g., Ferrarese & Ford 2005) , which requires high angular resolution to resolve reqv. However, the angular resolution of galaxy image might not be sufficient for distant galaxies to accurately characterise the core luminosity profile while radio interferometry still has a sufficient resolution to resolve reqv.
Detail analysis of the high resolution HST images of earlytype galaxies reveals that the galaxy core surface brightness profiles deviate from the Sérsic model fit and have a flat core or a power law slope (e.g., Trujillo et al. 2004) although Sér-sic model is a good fit to the overall profile in general (e.g., Caon, Capaccioli & D'Onofrio 1993; Graham 2001) . If the galaxy core profile is not resolved, the stellar mass distribution at the galactic centre is systematically biased and as a result, the derived rotation velocity is also biased. This bias introduces a large systematic error in the SMBH mass measurement. In Section 3.5, we illustrate how the bias in the galaxy surface brightness profile can impact the SMBH mass measurement.
In Figure 4 , we show the rotation velocity of a galaxy with SMBH using core-Sérsic galaxy surface brightness profile with core being unresolved by putting this galaxy at large distance such that at a scale of the HST and JWST seeing, the galaxy rotation velocity is largely dominated by the galaxy stellar mass distribution (not by the SMBH) and the difference between the rotation velocities due to slightly different surface brightness profiles of the galaxy can not be discriminated. The core-Sérsic galaxy has M * = 10 11 M⊙ and MBH = 10 6 M⊙, and follows the surface brightness profile with Sérsic index n = 3 and core radius r b = 0.01re (r b ≪ re in equation (4)). We consider two different core profiles: nearly flat core using γ = 0.1 and power law core using γ = 0.5, (see equation (4)), representing the typical values for elliptical galaxies seen in Trujillo et al. (2004) . Figure 4 (a) and 4(b) shows the rotation velocities due to different galaxy surface brightness profiles and SMBH masses and their residuals from the true rotation velocity. As in Figure 2 , the region smaller than the PSF FWHM for HST WFC3 and JWST NIRCam is shown by light and dark grey area respectively. The highest angular resolution of ALMA ranges from 0.006 ′′ at 675 GHz to 0.037 ′′ at 110 GHz. We assume a 0.01 ′′ beam size as a typical ALMA resolution for the most extended array configuration and show it by vertical dashed line in Figure 4 .
In the upper panel of Figure 4 (a) and 4(b), we show three different rotation velocities. First, the red line shows the true rotation velocity of the core-Sérsic galaxy with nearly flat core (γ = 0.1, Figure 4 (a)) and power law core (γ = 0.5, Figure 4(b) ). Second, the black line shows the rotation velocity of the galaxy that follows the surface brightness profile with the same n as the core-Sérsic galaxy and the same SMBH mass but without the core. Last, the blue line shows the galaxy rotation velocity that shows a better agreement with the true rotation velocity (red) for the scale larger than the ALMA angular resolution, by using very small (or no) adjustment of the Sérsic index and mass-to-light ratio while using an order of magnitude different SMBH mass. In detail, the blue line in Figure  4 (a) shows the case where the galaxy has 5% smaller Sérsic index (n = 2.85) and 3% larger mass-to-light ratio (M/L = 1.03) than the true values but has a 10 times smaller SMBH mass (10 5 M⊙). The blue line in Figure 4 (b) shows the case where the galaxy has the same Sérsic index (n = 3.0) and mass-to-light ratio (M/L = 1.0) as the model galaxy shown by the black line, but has a 12 times more massive SMBH (1.2 × 10 7 M⊙).
In the lower panel of Figure 4 (a) and 4(b), we show the residual velocities from the true rotation velocity (red curves in the upper panels), for the model galaxies in the upper panels using the same colour. For both cases of the biased galaxy surface brightness profile with largely biased SMBH mass that shows a better agreement with the true rotation velocity, the velocity difference at angular scale larger than the assumed ALMA resolution (0.01 ′′ ) is smaller than the typical velocity channel width adopted for measuring SMBH mass using molecular gas kinematics (e.g., 10 km/s in Davis et al. (2013a) ) and their velocity residual at the spatial scale resolved by HST and ALMA is smaller than the velocity residuals of the galaxy with the same global Sérsic index as the core-Sérsic galaxy (blue lines).
The rotation velocity of the true core-Sérsic galaxy (red line) and the same Sérsic galaxy profile without core (black line) are indistinguishable at the scale of HST and JWST resolution (≈ 0.1 ′′ ) with a 1-2 km/s velocity difference as seen in the lower panel of Figure 4 (a) and 4(b) as shown by black line. Therefore if the core of the galaxy surface brightness profile is not resolved, the Sérsic galaxy profiles with the unresolved core (black lines in the upper panels of Figure 4 ) may be the best determination of the galaxy stellar mass distribution. However the rotation velocity of this biased profile is not a good match to the true rotation velocity of the core-Sérsic galaxy at angular scale similar to the ALMA beam (0.01 ′′ ) and the blue line with slightly adjusted galaxy parameters (n and M/L) but with order of magnitude different BH mass is a better match to the true rotation curve at the angular resolution of ALMA. This results in a biased SMBH mass in model fitting as demonstrated in Section 3.5.
Lowering ALMA resolution less than 0.01 ′′ in this example will remove the bias, however achieving 0.01
′′ resolution is very difficult (if not feasible) in practice for many of galaxies because of a long integration time. So for nearby galaxies, ALMA has sufficient spatial resolution to resolve reqv and thus even though the galaxy rotation velocity is biased due to the unresolved galaxy core in the photometric image, ALMA can distinguish the difference between slightly different galaxy rotation velocities. However, for distant galaxies, the ALMA spatial resolution becomes poor and cannot differentiate the velocities due to the biased galaxy surface brightness profiles. This implies that at the current best ALMA resolution, it is difficult to break the degeneracy between different rotation velocities due to the biased core surface brightness profiles not resolved by HST or JWST, if the galaxy is at a distance similar or larger than ≈ 200 Mpc. In principle, to avoid a bias of the SMBH mass owing to the biased galaxy surface brightness profile, the resolution of galaxy image should be similar to the ALMA beam size and ideally, the both needs to be comparable to reqv assuming that a sufficient velocity resolution is achieved by ALMA.
DETECTING THE IMPACT OF SMBH
We have discussed the required angular and velocity resolution to measure the impact of SMBH based on the rotation velocity without considering the observational measurement processes. We argue that, if the galaxy stellar mass, surface brightness profile shape and inclination are known, there is a required spatial resolution corresponding to reqv and velocity channel width corresponding to 1 3
Vdiff to detect the SMBH mass that one aims to measure. In this section, we confirm this argument and show how the angular resolution and velocity channel width affect the SMBH mass detection by simulating PVDs with model rotation velocity including the observational measurement processes. Then we incorporate the systematic effects in the PVD simulation to test how significant their impacts are to the measurement of rotation velocity for several representative cases.
Simulations of Position-Velocity Diagram
We use KinMS (Davis et al. 2013b ) to simulate PVD. KinMS 3 is publicly available IDL code to simulate gas kinematics by incorporating the observational effects: beam size and velocity channel width and the properties of molecular gas: user defined gas density profile, random velocity dispersion, bulk motions (inflow/outflow), warp and blobs in the molecular gas. Although it has been originally developed to model the gas kinematics in elliptical galaxies in ATLAS 3D survey (Davis et al. 2013b) , it is also directly applicable to the analysis of molecular gas kinematics for the SMBH mass measurement (Davis et al. 2013a; Onishi et al. 2015) . For detail information of the code, we refer to Davis et al. (2013b) .
In PVD simulation, we generate the noise as follows. We sample the spatial distribution of molecular gas using a finite number of random samples and make PVD. After sampling the distribution 100 times using different random numbers, we estimate the standard deviation of the ensemble PVDs from the 'noise-less' PVD generated from the density distribution sampled by a large number (10 6 ) of random samples. Then the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of PVD is defined by the peak signal in the PVD and the standard deviation of the ensemble PVDs. We vary the number of random samples (Nsamp) to obtain a range of S/N in this work. However S/N does not only depend on the number of random samples but also on the beam size, velocity channel width and pixel resolution; the larger the values, the larger the S/N for the same number of random samples. We find that for most of our experiments in this work, approximately 10000 random samples gives a good S/N ranging from 60 to 100. However, we note that the real noise in PVD is originated by the spatially correlated interferometer noise and thus depends on the spatial scale of the observation. This requires a more complicated simulation of the PVD using realistic array configuration, which is beyond the scope of the current work. Figure 5 shows the simulation of a 10 11 M⊙ galaxy with n = 3 and i = 60
• containing 10 8 M⊙ SMBH, at ≈ 15 Mpc distance. The required beam size (reqv) and velocity channel width (
3
Vdiff) for this galaxy is 0.5 ′′ and 12 km/s based on the discussion in Section 2.2. Molecular gas distribution around the SMBH is simply assumed to be an exponential disc with 1 ′′ scale radius and same inclination angle as the galaxy. The peak S/N is ≈ 100 using 10000 random samples.
The top left panel shows the velocity integrated flux distribution (i.e. moment 0 map) with 0.3 ′′ beam. The top right panel shows PVD of the galaxy using 0.3 ′′ beam size and 10 km/s velocity channel width. We use slightly smaller beam size and velocity channel width than the required values (0.5 ′′ and 12km/s), for the purpose of clear demonstration of the impact of SMBH. Yellow contours on top of the background black contours are the PVD due to the galaxy stellar mass without the SMBH and the background black contours are the PVD for the entire system (galaxy and SMBH). The lower left panel shows the input rotation velocity to generate the PVD showing the contribution from the SMBH and the galaxy stellar mass distribution. The lower right panel shows the rotation velocity of the galaxy with and without SMBH measured from the PVD and the difference of the two velocities using blue line enclosed by 3σ and 1σ level velocity uncertainty (defined by 3× and 1× velocity channel width) as shown by the dashed and dotted line.
Rotation velocities are derived from the yellow and black contours by using 'envelop-tracing' methods (Sofue & Rubin 2001) , which makes use of the terminal velocity in PVD along the major axis. The terminal velocity is defined by a velocity at which the intensity becomes equal to It = (ηImax) 2 + I 2 lc on PVD, where Imax and I lc are the maximum intensity and intensity corresponding to the lowest contour level. Using η = 0.5, this defines a velocity at 50% level of the intensity profile at a fixed position for sufficiently large signal-to-noise ratio or a velocity along the lowest contour level if the signal-to-noise ratio is small (Sofue & Rubin 2001 ). This will capture the circular velocity that lies at the outer envelope of PVD.
We caution that the velocity determined by tracing the outer envelope of PVD is biased toward the material along the line of sight and does not very well trace the Keplerian rise in the PVD seen in Figure 5 . Some of the issues discussed in this section can be removed by fitting the 2D PVD intensity map itself or the entire 3D data cube. The detailed comparison of the performance of different methods is beyond the scope of this work. However, we note that our approach tracing the outer envelope of PVD is conservative and therefore ensures that more sophisticated fitting methods provide a better constraint to the SMBH mass.
For illustration, we select a typical example of SMBH and host galaxy. The assumed SMBH mass (10 8 M⊙) and galaxy stellar mass (10 11 M⊙) are not in the extreme range (e.g., dynamically measured 10 10 M⊙ SMBH in 10 11 M⊙ galaxy reported by van den Bosch et al. 2012 ). In the upper right panel of Figure 5 , we are able to detect a signature of the SMBH as revealed by the high velocity tip of black contour at the centre indicative of the Keplerian rotation. If looking at the residual rotation velocity shown by the blue line in the lower right panel of Figure 5 , the maximum deviation at the centre is much larger than 3σ velocity uncertainty and the deviation is larger than 1σ range for the entire range of the spatial scale. In this case, it is relatively easy to claim a detection of the SMBH mass. However for given MBH and galaxy stellar mass, the significance of this deviation will be smaller with increasing beam size and velocity channel width of the radio interferometry. Since it is already obvious that the SMBH with large enough mass will be easily detected as shown in this example, we will test the case of the lowest detectable SMBH masses for the given galaxy parameters inferred from Figure 2 and 3.
Effect of Noise
Before we investigate the impact of systematic effect to the PVD analysis, we discuss the effect of noise first. We take a fiducial galaxy with M * = 10 11 M⊙ including the SMBH with MBH = 10 7 M⊙ of which surface brightness follows a Sérsic profile with n = 3 and i = 60
• . Then we assume that the gas surface density distribution is an exponential disc with 1 ′′ scale radius and sample the density distribution using a finite number of random samples as discussed above. For this galaxy, the minimum required beam size and velocity channel width is 0.15 ′′ and 8 km/s respectively inferred from Figure 2 and 3. For this beam size and channel width, we make PVDs with 4 different signal-to-noise ratios; S/N=10, 30, 60 and 120 determined by 150, 1400, 6000 and 24000 random samples respectively. Note that S/N is roughly proportional to Nsamp as expected from statistics. Figure 6 shows the rotation velocity of the galaxy with SMBH (black), without SMBH (red) and the residual velocity between the two (blue). For each S/N, we generate 100 ensemble PVDs and each solid line with error bars is the mean of this ensemble measurements with the standard deviations of the ensemble PVDs. When S/N is low (S/N=10), both the black and red line has large errors and thus the residual velocity is largely uncertain; the standard deviation in the central region is larger than 3∆V . As S/N increases, the uncertainty of the rotation velocity measurement becomes smaller. When S/N=60, it becomes much smaller than ∆V in the outer region and comparable to the ∆V in the centre. This noise simulation confirms our intuition that the rotation velocity difference with and without SMBH becomes less significant as S/N decreases and it will increase the uncertainty of the SMBH mass measurement.
In the following experiments to investigate the required spatial and velocity resolution (Section 3.
3) and to demonstrate the impact of systematic effects to the PVD analysis (Section 3.4), we ensure that PVD has a reasonably good S/N (S/N ≈ 60) by choosing the appropriate number of random samples for given beam size and velocity channel width for each experiment.
Spatial and Velocity Resolution
We simulate PVDs of the same galaxy (i.e., a galaxy with M * = 10 11 M⊙, MBH= 10 7 M⊙ and i = 60
• ) in Figure 6 for four different Sérsic indices (n = 1, 2, 3 and 4) and investigate a significance of the difference between the rotation velocity of the galaxy with and without SMBH, using different beam sizes and velocity channel widths.
Each panel in Figure 7 shows the residual rotation velocity of the galaxy with the corresponding Sérsic index, for different beam sizes. The velocity channel width ∆V is fixed to 1 3
Vdiff. Beam size varies from 0.5 to 2.0 reqv (as shown by different colours) for the fixed velocity channel width used in each panel. In each panel, the width of ∆V and 3∆V are shown by the dotted and dashed line respectively to show the 1σ and 3σ significance of the residual rotation velocity. Error bar has been determined by the standard deviation of the realisation of 100 ensemble PVDs.
The residual velocity with 0.5reqv beam size shown by the blue symbol always shows a significant difference at the central region in all panels of Figure 7 ; the maximum residual is significantly larger than 3∆V . Although the 1.0reqv beam size (red line) shows smaller maximum residual than that for the 0.5reqv beam size, the residual is still significant; larger than or similar to 3∆V . However as the beam size increases (i.e., > 2reqv), the maximum residual decreases and the significance of the residual rotation velocity does not strongly indicate a rotation velocity due to the SMBH.
Each panel in Figure 8 shows the case where different velocity channel widths have been used to generate the PVD of the same galaxy for the fixed 1.0reqv beam size. Like in Figure 7 , the error bar has been determined by the standard deviation of the realisation of 100 ensemble PVDs. The residual velocities for each panel are scaled by the velocity channel width being used. The velocity channel width ∆V has been adjusted with respect to the required velocity channel width for each panel (∆V0 = 1 3 Vdiff). Similarly to Figure 7 , as the velocity channel width increases from 0.5 to 2.0∆V0, the residual velocity becomes less significant. We find that the choice of ∆V ≈ 1.0∆V0 shows a significant (> 3σ) velocity difference for most types of galaxies that we simulated in this work.
In summary, regarding the effect of spatial resolution, if the radio interferometry beam size is smaller than or similar to reqv, the PVD is clearly resolved and the excess of the rotation velocity due to the SMBH is detected above 3σ level when the velocity channel width resolves 1 3
Vdiff. Then regarding the effect of velocity resolution, if the velocity channel width is smaller than 1 3
Vdiff, the effect of SMBH is detected above 3σ level if the scale of reqv is resolved by the interferometry beam. Vdiff and Vdiff are shown by the dotted and dashed line.
Systematic Effects
In the previous section, we discussed the spatial and velocity resolution for the PVD analysis using rotation velocity of pure circular motion without systematic effect and confirmed our argument that reqv and Vdiff set the required beam size and velocity channel width. In this section, we demonstrate the impact of possible systematic effects to the PVD analysis: spatial structure (i.e., gas density distribution) and velocity structure (i.e., inflow/outflow, random motion and warp) as discussed in Section 2.3. We do not perform an extensive search in the parameter space for all these systematic effects and only show the PVD simulations with S/N≈60 of a galaxy with M * = 10 11 M⊙ that follows a Sérsic profile with n = 3 and hosts 10 7 M⊙ SMBH, using the required angular resolution (0.15 ′′ ) and velocity channel width (8 km/s). We show the results of simulations using selective parameters for each effect. However our findings and discussions regarding these systematic effects are valid for the given angular resolution and velocity channel width of simulated PVD and they can be applied to other galaxies with different n and SMBH masses.
For investigating the systematic effects, we note that one of the disadvantages of using PVD is that disc inclination, kinematic position angle and centroid parameters are needed to be well constrained (Barth et al. 2016) . Using more sophisticated methods including fitting 3D data cube might be more reliable and can resolve some of the issues related with the gas disc geometry. However, we also note that fitting PVD, on the other hand, has benefited from the better sensitivity to the central velocity upturn and may give better constraints on MBH than fitting 3D data cube (Barth et al. 2016) .
Geometry of molecular gas distribution
We consider three different types of density profiles of molecular gas: the same exponential disc profile as the previous simulations but with different scale radius, the same 1 ′′ scale radius exponential disc but with different inclination angles and the density profile with an inner scale radius for density truncation which mimics the density distribution of circum nuclear ring.
First, we perform the test for different gas density profiles by changing the scale radius to adjust a compactness of the profile. Figure 9 (a) and (b) show the rotation velocity of the gas disc following exponential density profile with 0.15 and 0.3 ′′ scale radius and the residual velocity between the rotation velocity of galaxy with and without central SMBH. The inclination angle is fixed to i = 60
• . In this test, the density distribution of the molecular gas is normalised to the integrated density and therefore the surface density profile of the molecular gas with smaller scale radius has higher peak flux value than that with larger scale radius. Since more signal is concentrated in the central region of the molecular gas disc with 0.15 ′′ scale radius compared with the disc with 0.3 ′′ radius, the measured velocity for density profile with smaller scale radius has smaller error at the central region where the impact of SMBH is the strongest while it has larger error at the outer region due to low S/N as seen in Figure 9 ′′ scale radius, we note that the error of residual velocity at the centre becomes smaller with decreasing scale radius of the molecular gas disc. Also the maximum of the residual velocity is significantly larger than 3∆V for the gas disc with the smallest scale radius (Figure 9(a) ). We find that for the same S/N, angular resolution, velocity channel width and inclination angle, more compact molecular gas density distribution gives a larger significance of the velocity difference for the detection of SMBH as long as the angular resolution is sufficiently small to resolve reqv.
Second, we show the difference of inclination angle for the same galaxy shown in Figure 6 (c). Figure 9 (c) and (d) show the rotation velocity for the two different inclination angles: 30
• and 80
• , instead of 60
• as shown in Figure 6 (c). If the galaxy has small inclination (i = 30
• ), the significance of the velocity difference at the centre between the rotation velocity with and without SMBH is less than the case of the large inclination angle because of the velocity projection. Maximum of the residual velocity in Figure 9 (c) is less than 3σ and lower than that of the higher inclination molecular gas disc shown in Figure 9 (d) and Figure 6(c) . On the other hand, if the inclination angle becomes even larger and makes the galaxy close to edge on (i = 80
• ) as seen in Figure 9 (d), the synthesised beam includes more molecular gas components with lower velocities migrated from the minor axis and thus overall velocity measurement at the centre is weighted more by the lower velocity components. This issue regarding the high inclination angle is recently discussed by Barth et al. (2016) which suggest that the projected rSOI along the minor axis has to be resolved to measure the accurate SMBH mass. We remake Figure 9 (d) using smaller beam reqv cos(i) to resolve the projected reqv along the minor axis, as shown in Figure  10 which shows that the residual velocity at the central region that was diluted by the lower velocity component as shown in Figure  9 (d) reveals the velocity difference more clearly although it has large error due to the small beam. We find that for the same S/N, angular resolution, velocity channel width and scale radius of the molecular gas density profile, the significance of the velocity difference increases as galaxy becomes more inclined, however, for highly inclined galaxy, the beam size should be small enough to resolve a spatial scale with a velocity gradient not much larger than the velocity channel width to avoid the velocity smearing within the beam. Resolving the scale of projected reqv along the minor axis is possible, however the resulting ALMA beam size (≈ 0.03 ′′ ) will be a practical limitation for observing galaxy with high inclination. This issue of high inclination angle can be significantly alleviated by modeling PVD in position and velocity space together (i.e., 2D pixel distribution in PVD) or even completely removed by modeling 3D data cube, if the signal-to-noise ratio of the data is sufficient.
Finally, to test for the circum nuclear molecular ring, we use the following model density profile, which has often used to model proto-planetary disc.
Σ = Σ0
r Rs −γ exp r Rs
This profile exponentially decreases at r > Rs and has a power law profile at the centre as same as the commonly used profile (e.g., Andrews et al. 2009 ) however it has an additional cut-off radius Rin below which the profile truncates very sharply. Figure 11 (a) and (b) show the moment 0 map and PVD for the same galaxy used in this section but for the molecular gas with density profile following equation (9) with Rs = 1.0 ′′ and Rin = 0.15 ′′ . Similarly Figure 11 (c) and (d) shows the case with Rs = 1.0 ′′ and Rin = 0.30 ′′ . As Rin becomes larger, the velocity tracer in the centre disappears and the central region with the strongest impact of SMBH cannot be probed if the hole size is similar to or larger than reqv. Figure 11(b) and (d) demonstrate this by showing that for the circum nuclear gas ring, significance of the residual velocity at the centre is much smaller than that for the circum nuclear gas disc if the hole size is similar to or larger than reqv. For the case of large Rin = 0.3 ′′ , the velocity at the centre in Figure 11 (d) was linearly interpolated using the velocity measurements in the outer region.
DRAFT --DRAFT --DRAFT --DRAFT --DRAFT --SMBH mass measurement using ALMA Figure 6 (c) measured using the required beam size reqv (0.15 ′′ ) and velocity channel width (8km/s), but using gas density distribution with inner hole. For fixed Rs = 1 ′′ in equation (9), R in = 0.15 and 0.30 ′′ was used for upper and lower panel respectively. R in = 0.15 ′′ is same as the required beam size for this galaxy to detect the SMBH. Error bar has been determined by the standard deviation of the realisation of 100 ensemble PVDs. The residual velocities are scaled by the velocity channel width being used to generate the PVD for each panel. The uncertainties associated with 1 and 3 times the velocity channel width are shown by the dotted and dashed line. Note that if there is no velocity measurement in the centre, the velocity measurement is linearly interpolated to the centre.
Non-circular velocity structure
We consider three different systematic velocity structures: outflow, random motion and disc warp and demonstrate how they distort the PVD from pure circular motion. First, we consider the impact of outflow velocity in the circum nuclear molecular gas. Inflow and outflow are included in the velocity field in KinMS using the formalism of KINEMETRY (Krajnović et al. 2006) . We note that KINEMETRY only models the smooth inflow and outflow in the plane of molecular gas disc and more violent molecular gas outflows that we do not consider in this work may have distinct position angles from the main body of the gas disc. Figure 12(a) and (b) show the rotation velocity of galaxy with and without SMBH and the difference of the two velocities for the same galaxy used in Figure 6 (c), which however has small (20 km/s) and large (60 km/s) constant radial outflow velocity in the input velocity profile. Vdiff for this galaxy is 24 km/s. If outflow velocity is small compared with Vdiff as seen in Figure 12 (a), velocity structure is still dominated by the circular motion and the residual velocity shows a > 3σ deviation at angular scale reqv. However, if the outflow velocity is significantly larger than Vdiff as seen in Figure 12 (b), error bar of the residual velocity in the central region is larger than 3σ deviation and signature of the maximum deviation seen in Figure 12(a) is not significant anymore.
Second, we consider the impact of random velocity dispersion in the molecular gas. Figure 12(c) and (d) show the rotation velocity of galaxy with and without SMBH and the difference of the two velocities for the same galaxy used in Figure 6 (c) which, however has a small (4 km/s) and large (16 km/s) random velocity disper- sion in the input velocity profile, compared with the 8km/s velocity channel width used in Figure 6 (c). If the random velocity dispersion is smaller than the velocity channel width (Figure 12(c) ), the velocity broadening in PVD is mild and significance of the residual velocity is not much contaminated by errors. However if the random velocity is larger than the channel width (Figure 12(d) ), the residual velocity shows larger error and decreasing significance of the velocity difference due to SMBH. Therefore, to detect the SMBH for the given spatial resolution and galaxy mass profile, a care should be given to the choice of velocity channel width, which should be significantly smaller than the random velocity dispersion in the molecular gas, which is, however, difficult to know a priori and needs to be included as a part of modeling if necessary.
Last we consider a warp disc of molecular gas. If the warp disc is projected onto the sky, the position angle of the disc gradually varies from the centre to the outer region. As a result, warp disc introduces an uncertainty to the determination of the kinematic major axis in PVD. Figure 13(a) shows the velocity field (or moment 1 map) of the warp disc simulated by changing position angle from 240
• to 270
• as a function of radius. The major axis is determined by the position angle at the outer region (i.e. i = 270
• ) and the inner most region has a 30 degree offset. Like other tests, every other parameters are the same as the ones in Figure 6 (c). Unlike the regular symmetric 'spider diagram' due to pure rotation, the velocity field of the warp disc shows a distortion at the centre. Because of the incorrect major axis in PVD analysis, the rotation velocity in the region where the warping is occurring can be underestimated depending on the velocity measurement methods (Sofue & Rubin 2001) . Figure 13(b) shows the rotation velocity of galaxy with and without SMBH and the difference of the two velocities. Although 'envelope tracing' method from this test traces the terminal velocity that was not much affected by warping as shown by comparison with Figure 6 (c), more sophisticate methods (e.g., Józsa et al. 2007 ) are required to perform detail modeling of the warped disc to infer the SMBH mass.
Surface Brightness Profile Bias
In Section 2.4, we show that the systematic error of galaxy surface brightness profile due to the poor resolution of galaxy image may bias the inference of the SMBH mass as illustrated in Figure 4 . We simulate the two galaxy PVDs using the same rotation velocities of the core-Sérsic profiles in Figure 4 . However, in this demonstration, we shift the rotation velocities in Figure 4 along the x-axis by moving the galaxy closer and simulate PVD using 0.15 ′′ beam size instead of 0.01 ′′ beam size shown in Figure 4 , by assuming that the galaxy photometric image does not resolve the galaxy core profile and ALMA beam also cannot resolve the difference of the true rotation velocities and the biased velocity due to the galaxy surface brightness profile bias. We simulate the PVD using the same 0.15 ′′ beam size and 8 km/s velocity channel width for the two coreSérsic galaxies one with γ = 0.1 (Figure 14(a) ) and the other with γ = 0.5 (Figure 14(b) ).
Then we measure the SMBH masses in these galaxies by modeling their rotation velocities to demonstrate the effect of bias in the measurement of galaxy surface brightness profile. For this purpose, we assume that galaxy surface brightness profile is accurately determined beyond the radius larger than the seeing of optical or NIR image and fix the Sérsic index parameter to the true value since the cores of these galaxies are assumed to be not resolved. This is the biased galaxy surface brightness profile used for demonstration. Then two free parameters are the SMBH mass and the massto-light ratio. On two-dimensional grid space of the SMBH mass and mass-to-light ratio, we compute a χ 2 per degree of freedom by comparing the true rotation velocity and model rotation velocity generated from the biased galaxy surface brightness profile with varying mass-to-light ratio and SMBH mass. We assume a constant error of the data point related only to the velocity channel width, σv = √ 0.5∆V (Davis 2014) . In addition to the channel width, the real error also includes the uncertainty of velocity measurement using galaxy surface brightness profile however, we neglect this uncertainty since we assume that the galaxy surface brightness profile is accurately determined down to the scale of image seeing and only mass-to-light ratio changes the galaxy rotation velocity. Figure 14 (a) and (b) respectively shows the contour of χ 2 per degree freedom of the model rotation velocity for the simulated core-Sérsic galaxy in Figure 4 (a) and (b). Two free parameters: SMBH mass and mass-to-light ratio are normalised by the true SMBH and mass-to-light ratio. Black point in the middle of each figure indicates the location of the true parameter. For galaxy with nearly flat core shown in Figure 14 (a), the best χ 2 value region is systematically offset from the location of the true parameter in such that the SMBH mass is > 10 times smaller and the mass-to-light ratio is ≈ 5% smaller than the true value. For galaxy with power law core shown in Figure 14 (b), the best χ 2 region is also offset from the true parameter in such that the SMBH mass is ≈ 10 times larger and the mass-to-light ratio is ≈ 3% smaller than the true value. Figure 14 (a) and 14(b) demonstrate that if the galaxy core profile in the photometric image is not resolved and the determination of stellar mass distribution in the centre is slightly biased, the SMBH mass can be biased by more than an order of magnitude compensated by small change in the mass-to-light ratio. This systematic bias in the SMBH mass is much larger than the fitting error (20-80 percent e.g., Davis et al. 2013a; Onishi et al. 2015) and can be even larger depending on the galaxy profile shape and the angular resolution of the galaxy image. This confirms our argument in Section 2.4 and implies that the spatial resolution of galaxy image and the beam size of radio interferometry should be similar and the both have to be comparable to the reqv of the target galaxy to obtain accurate SMBH mass without large bias.
DISCUSSION
Since only few SMBH mass measurements using molecular gas kinematics with high resolution radio interferometry have been reported (e.g. Davis et al. 2013a; Onishi et al. 2015; Barth et al. 2016 ) at the time of writing, it is difficult to validate our arguments using real observation. Nevertheless, we find that Davis (2014) analyses molecular gas kinematics of NGC 4526 using different beam sizes to demonstrate that reliable inference of the SMBH . Galaxy surface brightness is assumed to be accurately determined without bias for radius larger than the seeing of galaxy image. Two free parameters: SMBH mass and mass-to-light ratio are normalised by the true value used for simulating each galaxy. Black point in the middle of each panel indicates the location of the true parameter. The largest probability in the χ 2 is offset from the location of the true parameter, biasing the SMBH mass by an order of magnitude with a small change of the mass-to-light ratio.
mass is possible with the beam size larger than rSOI. The beam size (i.e., 0.25 ′′ ) used in the original paper reporting the mass of SMBH in NGC 4526 (Davis et al. 2013a ) is close to the SMBH rSOI inferred by M − σ relation (Gültekin et al. 2009 ) and the consistent measurement of the SMBH mass has been obtained using up to 1 ′′ beam (Davis 2014) , which is 4 times larger than rSOI. Interestingly, we note that reqv for NGC 4526 also corresponds to 1 ′′ based on the assumed SMBH mass (2 × 10 8 M⊙) and the luminosity distance (16.4 Mpc) used in Davis et al. (2013a) , if adopting the known Sér-sic index (n = 2.7, Krajnović 2013) and the galaxy stellar mass (M * = 10 11 M⊙ Capetti et al. 2009 ) from the literature. It suggests that reqv as the minimum spatial resolution required for the SMBH mass measurement also makes sense to the real observational data.
Based on the simple discussions of the galaxy rotation velocity and the analysis of simulated PVDs, we argue that for given galaxy stellar mass (M * ), surface brightness profile shape (n), inclination (i) and luminosity distance (DL), there is a minimum requirement of the spatial and velocity resolution to resolve PVD to detect the SMBH mass that one aims to detect, which will be an upper limit if not detected. This allows us to investigate the capability of ALMA in the parameter space of the beam size and velocity channel width, for the given galaxy observational parameters (M * , n, i and DL).
In Figure 15 , we show the locations of MBH in the parameter space of the required beam size and velocity channel width to resolve the PVD to detect the SMBH. Figure 15(a) and 15(b) shows the case of a galaxy with M * = 10 10 M⊙ and M * = 10 11 M⊙ respectively. Different colours indicate galaxy Sérsic indices and each round symbol indicates the location of the SMBH mass as being annotated. We set luminosity distance DL = 15Mpc (z = 0.0035 for adopted cosmology in this study) and i = 90
• in Figure  15 , and if needed, the value of ∆V can be adjusted by multiplying sin(i) for given galaxy inclination and the value of reqv can be adjusted by multiplying the ratio between angular diameter distance at DL = 15Mpc and at DL where the galaxy is actually located, using available redshift. However we emphasise that ∆V and reqv are in practice limited by the systematic velocity structure and angular resolution of the photometric image as we discussed in previous sections.
Keeping that in mind, as the SMBH mass that one aims to detect decreases, both ∆V and reqv also decreases for all types of galaxies as expected. In more detail, for the galaxy with lower Sér-sic index, the required angular and velocity resolution can be routinely achievable by ALMA. For example, Figure 15 (b) implies that small SMBH with mass as low as 10 5 M⊙ within a galaxy with M * = 10 11 M⊙ and i = 60
• whose surface brightness profile follows Sérsic model with n = 3, can be detected at a distance up to the Virgo cluster (15 Mpc) using 0.01 ′′ beam size and 2.5 km/s velocity channel width based on the assumption that the galaxy surface brightness profile is determined without large bias and the velocity uncertainty in the circum nuclear molecular gas is properly modeled with small residual error (< 2.5 km/s). For fixed SMBH mass, reqv becomes larger and ∆V becomes smaller, as the galaxy surface brightness profile becomes less concentrated. The effect is more prominent for the spatial resolution, and therefore the disadvantage of decreasing ∆V (increasing velocity resolution) is better compensated by the advantage of increasing beam size. For latetype galaxies, one can take this advantage of large reqv to reach the lower SMBH mass by increasing velocity resolution. High-velocity resolution increases the data volume but is easily achievable by ALMA unlike the spatial resolution which is limited by the physical array configuration.
Based on the results in this work, we argue that for a typical 1D velocity dispersion (e.g., 7 km/s in Mogotsi et al. 2016 ) of molecular gas in nearby galaxies, ALMA can detect the SMBH mass larger than 10 7 M⊙ for nearly all types of galaxies with M * = 10 11 M⊙ for n > 2 within 15 Mpc distance, using high angular resolution (0.05 ′′ ) and velocity channel width (∆V = 7km/s). If using larger ∆V ≈ 10 km/s, minimum detectable BH mass is ≈ 10 6 M⊙ for n = 4 Sérsic profile galaxies. This is consistent with the finding from Figure 7 in Davis (2014) .
In principle, the same exercise can be done when proposing ALMA observation to measure the gas kinematics to detect the SMBH. Although real galaxy surface brightness profile does not follow Sérsic model, this exercise provides a rough estimate of the angular resolution and velocity channel width for ALMA to detect the SMBH with expected mass, for a wide range of galaxy morphology types. This study will serve as a simple but useful technical justification for ALMA proposal with the science goal of measuring the SMBH mass using molecular gas kinematics.
SUMMARY
By generalizing and extending the work of Davis (2014), we studied a potential merits of the technique using molecular gas kinematics to measure the SMBH mass by combining analytic argument and realistic PVD simulations by considering the relevant spatial and velocity resolutions, the systematic effect in the spatial and velocity structure of the circum nuclear molecular gas and the impact of biased galaxy surface brightness profile shape. The simple analytic argument suggests that the effect of SMBH can be detected at a spatial scale where the rotation velocity due to the SMBH and the galaxy stellar mass distribution becomes equal, reqv which is larger than rSOI by a factor of few for the early-type galaxies and by an order of magnitude for the late-type galaxies. We find that the increased reqv for less concentrated galaxies is an advantage for measuring the SMBH mass in the late-type galaxies. The velocity channel width also has to be 1 3
Vdiff to resolve the velocity difference with 3σ significance level.
However systematic effects due to the spatial and velocity structure in the circum nuclear molecular gas affect the rotation velocity measurement. We find that the signature of the SMBH is more clearly detected: (1) if the molecular gas surface density profile is more compact, (2) if the gas disc is inclined as much as possible but the projected reqv along the minor axis is still being resolved by the observing beam size, and (3) if there are enough gas clouds in the centre to trace the kinematics. We also find that the systematic motions of molecular gas affect the galaxy PVD. Therefore, if existing, gas outflow should be smaller than Vdiff and random velocity dispersion should be smaller than the velocity channel width. Disc warp, if existing, introduces an uncertainty in the kinematic major axis and may distorts the kinematics along the major axis, which needs to be considered in the rotation velocity measurement. In addition, we illustrate the impact of systematic error introduced by the incorrect measurement of galaxy surface brightness profile due to the insufficient galaxy image resolution to resolve the core surface brightness profile. Depending on the shape of galaxy surface brightness profile and the resolution of galaxy photometric image, the SMBH mass can be largely biased and this systematic error can be larger than the fitting error. Therefore both the resolution of photometric image and the radio interferometry beam have to be small enough to resolve the reqv for given galaxy in order to minimise the bias.
We use the IDL program, KinMS (Davis et al. 2013b ) to simulate the observed PVDs of galaxies with SMBH including observational measurement processes with noise and systematic effects. Analysis of the measured rotation velocity from the simulated PVD demonstrates the validity of our arguments and confirms our intuitions of the impact of SMBH to the rotation velocity of the circum nuclear molecular gas disc. This work provides useful guidance to the analysis of galaxy PVD for the SMBH mass measurement and technical justification for ALMA proposal to observe the kinematics of molecular gas in the galactic centre to measure its SMBH mass.
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